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Abstrakt

V předložené práci jsou studovány matematick é asp kty rnodelovaní magn to t rikt
ních látek, tj . materiálu, u nichž lze měnit tvar vzorku aplikací m agnetick ého pole nebo
naopak magnetizaci nam áháním vzorku. Typickým příkladem takových látek j ou mag
netické slitiny s tvarovou pamětí. V práci jsou vylozeny relevantní parti e matematické a
fyzikální teorie mikromagnetismu a magnetostriktních látek, je předs taven matematický
model materiálu s magnetickou tvarovou pamětí v podobě energetického funkcionálu a
následně je provedena jeho matematická analýza. Model je dále doplň en jednoduchou nu
merickou simulací.
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Abstract

In the present work we study mathematical aspects of modeling of magnetostrictive
materials, i.e. materials which change their shape on account of the external magnetic
field or which embody magnetization in consequence of deformation. A typical example
of such materials are ferromagnet ic shape memory alloys. The work introduces relevant
parts of mathematical and physical theory of micromagnetisrn and magnetostriction, and
we present at the formulation of a mathematical model of a ferromagnetic shape memory
alloy in the form of energy functional . Afterwards, we deal with mathematical analysis of
t he model and we also provide a simple numerical simulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to shape memory alloys

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are materials which are able to return to tll ir origin ál
shape after having been deformed by applying heat to the alloy. Commonly ll' d S lAs
are typically made of copper-zinc-nickel (CuZnNi), copper-aluminium-nickeljCuAl i) or
nickel-titanium (NiTi). This unusual property of shape memory offers wide a range of
applications, especially in aeronautics, piping and medicine (vascular stents).

The reason for such behavior is connectecl with the existence of two stable solid phases
in SMAs: the high-temperature cubic phase called austenite and the low-temperature phase
called martensite. The change between these two phases in SMAs is evoked by changing
temperature. Moreover, there are two forms of rnartensite: deformed and un-deformed
(twinned). The process is described by four values of temperature: As, Aj, Ms, Mj which
determine the start and end of each phase.

While cooling in the absence of an applied load, the alloy transforms from austenite
into twinned (self-accommodated) martensite . As a result of this phase transformation, no
observable macroscopic shape change occurs, but at this state, the material can be easily
deformed. Applying externalloading to the sample leads to martensite phase transforma
tion and the specimen moves into a deformed phase. The original shape of the body may
then be reached by heating upon temperature Aj. The heat transmitted to the specimen is
the energy driving the atomic rearrangement of the alloy, similar to heat that melts ice into
water, but the SMAs stay solid. The deformed martensite is now transformed to the cubic
austenite phase, which is configured in the original shape of the specimen. The situation
is schematically shown in Figure 1.1.

Magnetostrictive materials, in general, are materials with the ability to change their
shape due to an external magnetic field or embody non-vanishing magnetization associated
with deformation. Ferromagnetic' Shape Memory Alloy Materials (FSMAs) are similar to

lTerminological remark: Paramagnetic materials are those whose magnetic moments are randomly
oriented. When an external magnetic field is applied, these moments start to align along the field. The
overall magnetization is proportional to the intensity of the magnetic field. The magnetic moments of
ferromagnetic materials tend to be aligned parallel to each other when an external magnetic field is applied.
However, in contrast to paramagnetic materials, these moments remain parallel even when the magnetic
field is removed. Another type of magnetic materials, such as ferrimagnetic or antiferromagnetic, may be
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Figure 1.1: Microscopic Diagr am of tll Shape Memory Effect (p icture overtr .ken frorn we1)
site of Technical University Berlin llt tp: / / www.sm ateria l.com/S IA/~l llléL llt lll l)

SMAs. Thcy embody twinning mechanism , as ob: erv cl in S 1A mat rials however t he
difference is in causation of phase change . 111 FSMA, the phasc transforrnation is ini ti a ted
by applying an external magnetic field. For bet t er illustrar.ion of thc tw inning mechanism
see Figure 1.2 .

The effect of magnetostriction could be understood thro ugh the domain structure of
a ferromagnctic body and energy associated with this structure . Domains are region: of
approximately constant magnetization. 111 t he demagnetized statc t.he specimen ado pts
m agnetic domain alignment with zero nct magnetizat ion in order to bring down t ll IIIag
netost atic energy. Most common type of magnetost rict ion is so called J0111 magnetostric
t ion , where t he dimension change is connected with a redistrib ur. ion of dornain structures
responding to an applied external magnetic field. Each of the magnetic dornains is clistorted
by intera tomic forces in a way so as to minimize t he total energy of t he sample.

Cons idering one of t hese domains, material with positive (nega.t ive) magnetostriction
embodies extens ion (contraction) of a clomain along magnetization direction while simulr.a
neously cont raction (ext ension) perpendicular t o m aguet.ization direction, keeping constant
volume (see t he Figure 1.3). The m agnetostrictive body is a complex of many magn 
t ostrictly distorted domains, Applying t he external m agnetic field causes d islocation of
boundaries b etween magnetic clomains and rot ation of m agnetization clirection within a
domain t o achieve the "sa tisfactory" location (wi th lowest total energy) . This is accornpa
nied wit.h growth of dornains which have magnetization direct ion close to t hc field direction ,
at t he cost of domains which magnetiza tion direction differs more from the fielcl direct.ion .
These two mechanisms resul t in macroscopic dimension change of t he specimen, The pro
cess of rcoricnt ation of domains is far more complicated . However t he main iclea remains ,
t hat t he rot a tion and t hc movemcnt of magnetic domains cause deforrnation of the shape

found in literature. For 1110re infor rnation see [10].
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Figure 1.2: Microscopic twinning structure of CuAl i with austenite-martcn: it int rface.
Figure used with of courtesy C. Chll, R .D. James.

...
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of a possible domain structure in a single crystal
before and after applying magnetic field

of the material (for more detailed discussion, see e.g. [1] or [9]).
Magnetostrictive materials are interesting due to their application potential. FSMAs

rnay be used for the construction of the sensors and transducing cornponents in rnodern
rnachineries. The actuation rnechanisrn is always provided by energy transforrnation (elek
tricjrnagnetic, thermal) into the rnechanical work. The component needs to combine large
strains, high-force production and fast dynamic response during an actuation event. FS
MAs have potential to satisfy these requirernents . Hence Reaction Mass Actuator, Wireless
Linear Micro-Motor, Terfenol-D Wireless Rotational Motor, Terfenol-D Electro-Hydraulic
Actuator, Magnetostrictive Contact-less Torque Sensor and many other applications were
introduced in related literature. For further and a more detailed description about state
of-art applications of magnetostrictive materials see e.g. Olabi [14], Chernenko [2].

The aim of this work is to become familiar with the mathematical and physical theory
of linear elasticity, micromagnetism and rnagnetostrictive materials, as well as to study the
behavior of ferromagnetic shape memory alloys via a simple mathematical model. We start
from the assumption that the material is continuous, neglecting microscopic consequences.
Therefore, considering srnall deformation, several results of continuum mechanics are in
troduced in Chapter 2 to justify using the minimum total potential energy principle. In
Chapter 3, the mathematical model of micromagnetism is presented and we also discuss
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t he application of "The Dir ct M thod " to pl' th .."L II of 11 -r minimiz r . Fi
nally, a model combining lin ar la t i ity an I lni rornagn i r11 i in ro III -d in Chapt r 4.
In terms of olvability, mat.hematical forrnulation of f-rromagn i II P rn mory mo 1 1
is rather complex and far from being impl . H sne a r lax cl probl ln i ' formulat cl and
discussed, and the existence of a solut ion is prov d un 1 r ert.ain onditions . 111 a ldi tion ,
we provide a numerical model of a wire mad from magnetostricti v mat rial. T he effect
of hysteresis is taken into consideration.



Chapter 2

Linear elasticity

ln this chapter, we review some result s derivecl in continuum mechanics, which are impor
t ant for the description of magnetost rictive materia1. In Section 2.1 , we focus Oll a mathe
matical representation of cont inuum bocly and it s motion (kinematics) . Section 2 d als with
the description of mot ion causer (stress) and it s relation to t he chang of state (Hooke 's
law). In Section 2.3, the classical formulation of the linear elasticity problem is giv n a
well as derivation of minimum total potential energy principle. Finally in Section 2.4, t he
existence of minimizing problem set in Section 3 is presented. For comprehensive t heory of
linear elast icity see [8] Ol' [13].

2.1 Kinematics

ln continuum mechanics, we model a body as a set of mass point s identified with the part
of space fl C IR3 that it occupies in certain time. Let i l be open, bounded set . When t he
observed body is moving, the domain fl is changing in time. Further more we assume t hat
the body is homogeneous and fl has a Lipschitz boundary,

Definition 2.1.1 Let fl be a domain. The boundary r of n is said to by Lipschitz if there
exist numbers a > O and f3 > O so that for \:fxO E r the frame of reference could be translated
and rotated to the point XO such that the following is valid. If we denote

kn - l ~ {x E IRn
, IX il < a for 'rl i == 1, ... , n - 1, }

then there exists a Lipschitz function a : K n - l --.--t xn , such that a(xI, ... , Xn- l ) ~ X n . And
all x ~ (Xl, ..., Xn-l, X n) (x', Xn) having X' E K n - l and a(x') < X n < a(x') + j3 lay in fl
and all X == (x', xn ) having x' E K n - l and a(x') - f3 < X n < a(x' ) lay outside n.

Let us consider a one-to-one mapping X : n~ JR3 called configuration, assigning every
point X E fl its position x in }R3. Then the motion is one-parameter configuration class
Xt : S1 ~ IR3

, t E IR:

9
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where t represents t ime.
Choosing one configurati on a a I' f I' nti al orl and 1 noting poin , ./Y wi II p .it ions of

X in referential configuration (./Y == Xo( ..X" ) O == / o(Sl./Y) ) \v ma g a I I ful d ~ rip ion
of rnotion (deformation) of t he bocly

x == X(X, t) == X(Xo 1(X ), t ) == / (./Y t) .

Then the one-to-ono mapping x == X(./Y t ) is a ll d t h d for rna tion function wit h I' P e
to referential eonfiguration and it is known a t he Lagrange I' pre entation .

In this text, we will be interested ill change b tw II ref rential onfigurat ion Sl and
eurrent eonfiguration O, but not in the way in which t he change occurs. T his m all that
time evolution is not relevant for us and we may write x == X(X, t) == (./Y).

In view of the deseription above, the loeal gcomct rical t rans it ion .urrounding of an
arbitrary point of the body is defined by the deforrnation gradient

OXi 8 Xi
F == \lX == \lx Fi j == --ex. 8X ··J J

To avoid the disappearanee of the mass , we assume det F > o. Thus, t h deformation of
any linear element dX is given by dx == FdX, and for the square of t he change of length
of this element we obtain

The term E == ~(FTF - 1) is called the tensor of finite deformation . It is uscful in intro
dueing field quantity u : no -7 n as u(X) == X(X ) - X describing the displaeement of
points from referential to current configuration. Then V u == F - 1 and the tensor of finite
deformation looks as follows :

1 1
E == - [(Vu + I)T(\lu + 1) - 1] == - [\lu + (\lU)T + (\lU)T(VU)]

2 2

If we restrict our attention to small deformations l\lul << 1 and neglect the last terrn in
the last equation, we obtain the so-called srnall deformation tensor

1
e = 2 [Vu + (Vuf] ,

whieh also gives the precise meaning of the displaeement gradient. Considering the decom
position of the displacement gradient into the symrnetrie and antisymmetric parts, we see
that each transformation could be represented by cornposition of a pure deforrnation and
a pure rotation:

1 1
Vu = 2 [Vu + (Vu)T] + 2 [Vu - (Vuf] .

\", tl \", -I
'V' V'

de f ormation in f initerotation
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2.2 Primal problem of linear elasticity formulation
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(2.1)

The state of continuum subjected to an appli I ext m al forc i vV II I crib d by Cauchy s
stress tensor. Forces acting within the body could be livid d into body forc ' ( .g. gravi
tation) and contact forces (e.g. press, fricticn).

Let na c O with Lipschitz boundary r O, ~r; E r O and v be th outer norrnal to r O i11 x .
The stress vector T( x, v), T : n x S ~ JR3, where S denotes unit sph re, characteriz s the
density of contact forces acting frorn r2 - 0 0 to no in POi11t x . Then the r lation between
stress and outer normal is intended by Cauchys theorern.

Theorem 2.2.1 Let us assume T E C(O x S). Then T( x ,v) is li1nearly depetuleni on v in
x, i. e. ihere exists tensor T such as

T( x , v) == T(X)V( X)

for \Ix E no and any v(x) in x .

We use the Einstein summation convention. Proof of the statement can be found in [13].
The following equilibrium equations shows important properties of stress tensor.

Theorem 2.2 .2 Let us assume T E C1(0). Let F : O ~ JR3 be a body [orce density. Let
XO E O and Oh C [2 be a ball with Lipschitz boundary with center in XOand radius h. Th en

1. (farce equilibrium)

~Tij (XO) + Fi(xO) = 0, for i = 1,2,3 and 'í/xo E n
UXj

2. (farce momentum equilibrium)

Tij == Tji, for \Ii, j and \lxo E O (2.2)

Cenerally in mechanics, we are concerned with a position change (characterized by the
deformation tensor) of the body in relation to applied external forces (described by the
stress tensor). The response of one material to a loading may vary according to the measure
of applied stress. Therefore we distinguish plastic deformation, where the specimen stays
deformed after unloading and elastic deformation, whereas the body takes back its own
shape after removing the stress. In this text, we restrict aur attention to the situation
when the stress depends linearly to the deformation of a specimen. This is usually called
the linear theory of elasticity. The assumption set above may be expressed by Hooke's law

(2.3)

for \Ix E r2, where Ci j kl E JR. In this equation, no absolute term occurs since we assume, that
if the deformation tensor equates to zero, then the stress vanishes as well. From symmetry
of T and e, we obtain
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In addition t o t his , energy considera tion ' give

Cijkl == C/dij .

Generally, there are 21 constants describing t he mat rial. Thi numb r could be ut down
for some materials , but for example copper sulphate ha 21 ind p nd nt on tant .

Definition 2.2.3 The material is said to be homoqenous, if CCijkl(X) == CCijkl for \Ix E D.
The material is said to be isotropic in x E O, if C'ijkl(x) is independent of the choice of
coordinates.

For isotropic materials the Generaliz ed Hooke 's law 1101ds:

T( X) == ATh(e(x)) + 2{le(x) (2.4)

(2. 5)
or written in components

Tij (x) == Aeij6ij + 2{leij (x) ,

where A, {l are so-called Lame 's cons tants.

Remark 2 .2 .4 A == Cl 122 , {l == C1212 .

If we assume u E 02(n), F E 0 1(0 ) and that the equilibrium equations are satisfied in
O, we may then formulate the linear elast icity primal problem. Substi tuting the equation
into the farce equilibrium from the Generalized Hooke's law , we obt ain

o

== O

(2.6)

(2.7)

for i == 1,2,3, where we used the homogeneity of the bocly. The two sets of equat ions are
the so-called general Lame's equations and Lame's equations for homogenous and isotropic
bodies.

Definition 2.2 .5 Let n be a domain with Lipschitz boundary I". Let f l, f 2 be disjoint and
,.., ,..,

open in I' such that I' == f l U T2Uf, where I' has zero surface measure. There are contact
forces T : fl ---+ }R3 given on fl and boundary displacement UO : f 2 ---+ }R3 given on f 2. A, {l

are Lame 's constants. Then the primal problem of the linear elasticity is to find

u E 0 1(0 U fl) n 0(0 U f 2 ) n 0 2(0)

satisfying (2.4) and
TijVj == Ti on fl ,

u==uo onf2 ,

(2.8)

(2.9)

where T E 0(f1) and UO E 0(f2 ) .

The boundary condition (2.4) can be expressed using generalized Hooke's law

Ae··v- + 211.e· .u, ==~. on fl.u 1, r: 1,)) 1, (2.10)
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2.3 The minimum potential energy principle
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T he equilibrium equations presented i11 Th orern (2.2.2) cnabl l l' to d cribe th stability
of any part of the body. These differential equation hold for every point of the p cimen
and have a loeal character . The equilibrium can al o b de cr ib d by iutegral relat ions
using the energy balance or a variat.ional principle for en rgy. Thi way of charact rization
turns out t o be very useful for mathernatical analysis and approxirnative olut ions .

Let us consider T( X) and ru(x) satisfying condit ions (2 .8) , (2.9) and th force equilibrium
equat ion . We assume, that T (x) and IU(x) are smooth enough o that the Green' Theor m
is valid and all differcntial relations and boundary conditions make sense .

If we then rewrite (2.1) in integral forrnulation and apply C reeri's T ll arem, we obtain

rT. e(u)dx= rP udx + rTudS + rVTTUodS. (2.11)
ln ln i. i.

The equation above can be interpreted in such a way, that (virtual) work of inner forces
equates to the (virtual) work of outer (body and contact ) forces. This is the so-called
virtual work principle.

Furthermore, we may consider T O and fields of displacernent ua, ua + 6tl all complying
with the primal problem of linear elast icity. If we put these into (2.11) and deduct t he
equations from each other, we get

rTO' e(8u) dx = rF8udx + rT8udS.
ln ln i. (2.12)

We refiect eSe(u) == e(eSu) , where bu stands for variation of u (virtual displacement). Relation
(2.12) expresses the virtual displacement principle.

For deriving the minimum potential energy principle, it is enough to use Hooke 's law
for anisotropie material (2.3) and substitute it into the virtual displacement principle. We
presume that ce is positive definite, which is to say, there exist Co > O such t hat

(Ce(u),e(u)) > coe(u) · e(u ),

'Ve: e == eT . Let TO, ua satisfy the primal problem of linear elasticity. Since

lId
28 (CC e(uo) , e(uo)) = 2 dt (CCe(uo + t8), e(uo+ t8u)) It=o = (CCe(uo) , e(8u)) ,

where (,) stands for the dot product, we obtain .

~ r(CCe(uo) ,8e(u)) dx - rF8udx - rT8u dS = 0,
2ln ln Jr!

which can be rewritten as

eS {~ r(CCe(u), e(u)) dx - rFudx - rTUdS} == o.
ln ln lrl u=uo

(2.13)
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Let lIS denote t he term in t he vinculum ' I ('Ll) and Ce II it t ll po nt ial II rgy of an elast ic
body. It is obvious t hat for 'u == 1LO, t.hc functional f ('u) .atisfi Eul r' II ces sary ondition
for being t he extremizer. For proof t hat I ('ua) i ' minimiz r e [13] .

The minimum potenti al energy minimizer could b t.hen formulated. If lLO is t ll .olution
of the linear elasticity primal problem then lLO giv s

I( u) = ~ r (Ce(u ), e(u) ) dx - rFu dx - r Tu dS,Jo t: ./r]
the lowest value amongst u complying with (2.8), (2.9). At this point , t he question of
existence of such a minimizer arises. vVe will retum t o t his ma t ter later in Ch.apter 3.



Chapter 3

Micromagnetism

In the previous chapter, we built a formalism in order to describe the bchavior of a contin
uous body subjected to a external body and contact forces, ancl we justified the potential
energy approach to the problem. In this chapter, we develop our concept considering mag
netically active body. We formulate the term for the potential energy of SUCll a material
in Section 3.1. Moreover, in Section 3.2, we introduce the direct proof of existence of the
energy minimizer and finally in Section 3.3, we do the same for the linear elasticity problem.

3.1 The potential energy of a ferromagnetic body

We study behavior of a ferromagnetic body placed in an external magnetic field H. We
assume a rigid, homogeneous body identified with the part of space O C IR3 that it occupies.
Let [2 be an open, bounded set with a Lipschitz boundary, The state of a ferromagnetic
body at a fixed temperature below the Curie point is clescribed by vector field called
the magnetization m: O ~ IR3 , which corresponds to volume density of the macroscopic
magnetic moment. This means that m generates a magnetic field u at all points of space.
We assume that a ferromagnetic body could be locally saturated, i.e. there exists a value
m s , so that

o< Im(x)1 == m., almost everywere in O, (3.1)

so that a specimen can reach a demagnetized state only in the sense of mean value. The
value m., is called saturation magnetization and in general, is a function of temperature.
For the purposes of this text put m; == 1. We suppose that m(x) E L 2(0, JR3).

The total potential energy of a ferromagnetic body exposed to an external magnetic
field is composed from several contributions originating from the microscopic structure
of the specimen and the properties of applied outer field . The respective components are
called exchange energy, anisotropy energy, interaction energy and magnetostatic energy.

The principle of magnetism is the existence of current loops of electrons "orbiting"
about a nucleus and the existence of electron spin. The exchange interaction is a quantum
rnechanical effect contributing to the total potential energy of the body with a spin-spin

15
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int eraction between every pair of partiel 11<: Vi11 CY 11011-Z r 'pill . Tll r i ' 110 la ieal anal
ogy for such all effect i11 elassiea.l In chanic . T ll x hange int rac i n Oll ribu to t he
Hamiltonian of the system by term

where Ji j is the exchange integral and S i , S j tand for th pill op rator . Th umrna
t ion goes through every couple (i, j) of par tiel taking par t in t ll .pin- pin in raetion.
Computation of J is based on wave function proper ti of th eon r11 d partiel . For
more detailed information see [9]. Henee Ji j cl creases rapidly wit ll an iner a iing li tance
of partieles we may write J instead of Ji j . Tf we substit ute the spin op rators with veetors
and rewrite the dot product, we obtain the te rrn for the exchange energy

Eex = J S2L cos CPij

where .p denotes the angle between the eoneerned veetors. Sinee only .mall valu s of rp are
supposed , the Taylor's series for t he eosine ean be used. After shift ing the zero value of
energy (in order to remove any absolute term), we obtain

Notiee that we take each interaeting pair only once. If eonsidered

where Tij stands for position veetor from the lattice point i to j , then

i Tij

Passing from the first summation to integration over the ferromagnetic body, the term for
the exchange energy is given by

(3.2)

where E > o. The exehange energy represents the ability for a speeimen to ereate domain
structure (regions of uniforrn magnetization), by penalizing spatial ehanges of m . To see
this , eonsider the Pauli Exclusion Prineiple. Two electrons having different spin can stay at
the same orbital, which means to have the same angular state. But the eloser electrons are
to eaeh to other, the stronger Coulomb repulsion they experience. On the other hand, if two
electrons have the same spin, they oceupy different orbits and so their relative Coulombic
repulsion is lower. The Coulombic repulsion force the electron spins to be plaeed in different
orbits, it is to say to be parallel within as large region as other effeets enable.
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If ther wa: only an cxchan ue part 01' t 11e Cll el'g~~. rhe ..a uip lo \V0111e1 8.c101)r t 11 - .ingle
domain structure and \\10111cl 1) 118.\~e as a block magnet. w hicl: oxhibi t .' Hll extcrual 111ag
netic field wir.h cerr.ain energy. This energy ca n 1)(' miuimizcd ll}! clccrea sillg t he external

magnctic fielel by dividing the marer ia l int.o domains. sec Figur« 3.1. dding ext ra, e10
rnains increases the exchange en rg}! because r.he domains CHll liavc parallel maguer.izar.ion.
However the total euergy i ' decreas« 1 as t.he m agnctosra t ie energy is t 11e doniinant eff -ct .
The contribution of the II rgy of t.hc genera r.ed magner.ir field t.o t 11e ror al cnerg can 1 e
reduced to zero by a clo' cl domain ~ .t ruct.ure which eloes no t lcave all) cxr.ernal fiel 1.

/'

~..~,. ;. ~ " , .------

)'

1 r 1 r, r
-~

" ~ \. '-.. ~ /
-.-tf

Figuro 3.1: Adopting the elomain structure in oreler to ruinirnize the ruagueto: .t a t ic ene rgy
of the specimen.

In order to describe this effect , the magnetostatic energy corresponding to tll energy
of the magnetic field h E L2(JR3, JR3) generatcd by magn tizeel boely with magn tization
m , need to be introduced. The induced fie1d has to be a solution of /laxw 11 's quations of
magnetostatics (no free currents and no e1ectric fie1el is concernecl).

curl h O

div (/-/;011 + 171Xn) O

in JR3 , where Xn : JRn ----+ {O, 1} is the characteristic funct.ion of D and 1-10 is the vacuum
permeability, Hence h is a curl-free fie1d , and there exists a scalar function rUrn : JR ----+ JR3
ca lleel sca1ar magnetic potcntial of spatia11y located magnetic elipoles so that

'U rn is then governeel by
(3.3)

The magnctostatic energy is the main reason for arising the domain structure.
But cryst.alline solids are rather anisotropie. This has the energy Iunctional to refiect ,

ot.herwise tll rnagnetization would always vanish if no magnetic fie1el is applied , which does
not corre sponds to the observation. In magnetic cryst a1, there exist preferred directions, so
callcd easy axis , a.long which the physical properties coulel vary dram a t ical1y frorn others.
This effect is 1110de1ed through an even, non-negativc anisotropy density cP : Bl ----+ [0, + (0).
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cjJ (x) vanishes along easy axis and t hercby t ll dir ction of
minate. The anisotropy energy is th II giv II b

E ani = ln cjJ (m ) dx .

18

maan t ization ar det r-

(3.4)

The anisotropy energy can be minimized by adopting lomai n t ru llr wi II II agn t iza
t ion point along t he easy axis. The icleal magn t ie mat rial has an a y axi p rp ndi ul ar
to one another in order to minimize both t he rnagnetostati c and anisotro pie energy (see
figure 3.1 (left)). In the regions borclering t he domain , so-called domain wall t h r is
a change in the direction of the magnetization and '0 magn t ization i not align cl along
easy axes. Hence, strueture with large domains with few domain wall t nd to cl creas t he
anisotropy energy,

The interaction energy is work needed for magnetization of a specim.en by a eertain
ext ernal magnetic field H : ]R3 -+ ]R3 in cert ain direction

E in t = - lnH . m dx 1 (3. 5)

where we assume H E Ll.
The total potential energy of the ferromagnetie body, the so-called Helmholtz energy,

subjected to an external magnetie field is then given by

J 2 J J ~la J 2lm(m) = E IVml + cjJ(m) - H · m + 2 IVuml ,
n n n IR3

(3.6)

and in accordance with the spirit of Hamilton 's variation principle, the state of the fer
romagnetic body corresponds to the minimizer of the Helmholz energy fun ctiona1. The
constant scaling the magnetostatie energy is vacuum p ermeability 1.

Our task is to find ma E M, where M == {m E W l ,2(O, ]R3) : Im(x)1 == 1 a.e.}" , so that

I (ma) == inf {I (m) : m EM} .

3.2 The existence of the potential energy minimizer

Before we approach to prove the existence of the minimizer, it is necessary to define a
few terms and give several statements, which we use hereinafter. For more a detailed
introduction to the issue, see [13].

Definition 3.2.1 Let X be a Banach space and let f : X --t IR U {oo}

lThe value of vacuum permeability is ILO == 4Jr .10- 7N A- 2

2W1,2 stands for Sobolev Space
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1. f is said to be convex ij

A.f (x ) + (1 - A)f (y ) > f(A~r + (1 - J\ ):y ).

for every x, Y E X , J\ E [0, 1]

2. f is said to be (sequentially) louier semiconiinuous ij

lim inf f (x n ) > f (x ) .
xn-+x

3. f is said to be (sequentially) weakly louier semicotitinuous ouer X if

lim inf f( xn ) > f (x) whenever x; ~ X in X .
n-+ CX)

4· f is said to be coercive over X if

f( x) > a'Ixll + f3

19

for every x E X and [or some a > 0, f3 E IR.

Lemma 3.2.2 (Korn's inequality.) Let rl be an open, connected domam in IR3 and u
E W 1,2 . Then

i liDu- iiu.eij (u )eij (u )dx > - _ 1- _2dx.
rl 2 rl éJXj éJXj

The Einstein summation convention is being used here.

Proof: Because W 1,2(rl) == D(O) 3 we may assume, that u E D(rl). Hence

(3.7)

~ r(OUi + OUi) (OUi + OUi) dx = ~ rOUi ~Uí dx + ~ rOUi ouj dx.
4 Jo. OXj OXj OXj OXj 2 Jo. OXj OXj 2 Jo. OXj OXi

But for the second integral on the right side, we get (by using the integration by parts)

~ r OUi OUj dx = ~ r (éJUi ) 2 dx > O.
2 Jo. OXj OXi 2 Jo. OXj -

Using this and the equation above, we obtain the statement.

Lemma 3.2.3 (Poincaré inequality.) Assume that 1 < p < 00 and that rl is a boutuled
open subset oj IRn having Lipschitz boundary. Then there exists C E IR such ihat, for every
function u E W1,P(rl)

where

uo = I~I ln u(y) cly

is the average value of u over o) with 101 standing for the Lebesgue measure oj the domain
o.

3D(n ) is a space of functions with compact support.
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Theorern 3.2.4 Let X be a reflexiv Banacl-t spac and l t l : X -f IR U { } b w akly
lower semiconiinuous and coerciue ouer ./Y. A .um al o tl-Lat th Te xi t I I E X unili
I (u) < 00 . Then there exists at least on l l 0 E X 'uch that

I( fuo) == inf {I (u) : 'u E ./Y} (3 .8)

Proof: Let u.; be a minimizing sequence for inf {I ( l l ) : u E ./Y} 1. .

From hypotheses, we have that (3 < inf JCu) < I(u) < 00 . Using 11e coerc ivity of I, we
may then deduce that there exists K > O, indep endent of n , such that

Since X is refiexive, we can extract a weakly convergent subsequencc still deno ted U n , uch
that

U n ~ Uo in X .

I(u) is lower weakly semicontinuous, which means

lim inf I (un ) > J(Uo )
n -+oo

But because liminf I (un ) == inf J then inf 1== I(uo).
n-+oo

Let us turn our attention back to the Helmholtz energy functional . We S110W that
functional (3.6) takes the value of its infimum, In the first step, we prove that /Imkll vv1 ,2 <
C . After that , in second step, we show that JEis weakly lower semicontinues and that there
exists ni«: I(mo) == inf {I(m) : m E M}.
Step 1

The fact that /m(x)1 == 1 implies m E I/" and therefore m E L 2
. Let mk be a minimizing

sequence:

the function cjJ is non-negative and so Jn cjJ(mk) > O. For interaction energy holds esti

mation Jn H · mk < IIHIILl IlmIIL(X) ·
For the estimation of magnetostatic energy, we apply an arbitrary testing function

v : IR3
-f IR : lim v(x) == O on equation (3.3)

x-+ oo

div(mxn) v - fLo~Um v == O.
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After integration over all of }R3 and int gration 1), pcr

r mv - rm · V v = lim ~lO r u.; - ~lO r V U m .Jan Jn T-> l • Jn.3

where ST stands for the sphere with radius T an I i ' C 11t r d at t ll or igin . Ac ording to
behavior of the testing function, boundary it In vani ll . Sp ecially for == 'Un 1 W obtain

~lO II Vumll~2 = ln m · VUm < II Tn llL2IIV'Um IIL2

II Vum,IIL2 < 111111 1L 2 .

Considering Imk(X)1 < 1, we gain O< Jn I m k(X)12 < lni ancl so

IE(mk) > EjI Vmkl12L2 + Cl '

Furthermore, using Poincaré inequali ty

1 2 2
-IE(mk) + C2 > II Vmkl1 L2 > C3 11mkll L2,
E

where Cl , ..., C3 are constants. 80 we may then decluce that I( mk) is coercive and

Ilmkllw1,2< c.

Since Ilmkllw1,2 is bounded and W 1
,2 is refiexive, we may (see Theorem A.O.5) extract

a subsequence (still denoted mk) such that

Considering that the space W 1,2 is compact nesting in L2 , we have

ni; ---+ m E L 2
.

This is equivalent to Jn /mk - mol 2
-----+ O<=? Imol = 1 a .e.

Step 2

The functionals Jn IVm kl 2 and Jn IVuml
2

are both convex and so according to Da
corogna [3] (see Theorem A.G.1 ), t hey are weakly lower semicontinuous.

Because mi. ----7 m E L2 and 1J is continuous, 1J(mk) ---+ cjJ(ma) a.e. Furthermore, cjJ is
bounded, so using Lebesgue's Theorem we obtain J1J(mk) ---+ J1J(ma) a .e. The same is
valid for the interaction energy by using Hólder's inequality

i.e. In H . in; ---+ Jn H · maa .e., which is stronger than the assumption of weakly lower
semicontinuity required in t he proof of Theorem 3.2.4.

Thus, t he energy func tional IE(m) is weakly lower semicontinuous and so, according to
Theorem 3.2.4, t here exists ma such that IE(ma) == inf {IE(m) : m EM}.
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3.3 Minimizer existence for linear elasticity

22

The proof of the minimizer 's existenc of tll pot ntial n r<T. in t ll lineé r ela 1 i i i very
similar to the previous proof. Let lIS r call t ll prol 1 In. For n C]R3 a 1OlI11d d domr in
and fl, r, c 8n, uo E 1JV l ,2 ( f 2 ; }R3) we denot

where u stands for field of displacernent , T for tll t res t n or and T I' - pl' 1 -11t h ontact
force.

We study the minimizing problem of the pot nti al en rgy functional

1(11.) = ~ r(Ce(11.), e(11.)) dx - Í r .11.dx - fT. 'u dS, u E U (3.9)
Jn t: i.

where F stands for a vector field of body force, C : }R3
4

x }R3
4
~ JR i 1 t ll lasticity t nsor

(in orthogonal coordinates represented by po itively defin -d matrix) and : }R3 x JR:3~ }R

is the small-deformation tensor. The srnall deformation is connected with the cli plac ment
through

1
e = 2 (V11. + (V 'U)T).

To prove that the potential energy reaches the infirnum, we will proceed similarly as
before.

Let Uk be a minimizing sequence. Since C is positively defined

After applying Korn's and Poincaré inequalities, we obtain

So again we obtain the result
Ilukl/W1 ,2 < c.

Taking advantage of the properties of the spaces W l
,2 or L2 (reflexivity and W 1,2 ~~ L2 ,

see Theorem A.O.5 and Theorem A.O.6) we gain

Uk ~ U E L2
.

Further proceed is analogous to magnetisme Since the first part of (3.9) is convex and for
t he second part the Hólders inequality is valid, the functional I(u) is lower semicontinuous
and coercive. And so, owing to Theorem 3.2.4, the potential energy functional reaches its
infimum, i.e. there exists fUo such that I(uo) == inf {I(u) : U EU}.



Chapter 4

Magneto - elasticity

In the following chapter , we will study the rnagnetostrict ive materials, which 111 ans the
combinat ion of both effect s - linear elasticity and magneti ln . Generally, magnete .t rict ion
is the ability of some ferromagnetic materials to change tll ir hap owing to an external
magnetic field or to embody magnetization in consequence of deformation .

Such behavior makes us enlarge the potential energy mo del with th t rm of energy
wells. This brings mathematical difficulties in to the minimizer existence argumentation
because the resulting energy functional is not weakly lower semicontinuous at all. Thercfore
we introduce the quasiconvex formulation of the problem in section 4.1. The existence of
the minimizer of a simplified magneto-elastic problem is solved in the successive section 4.2.
The numerical model of a magnetostrictive wire, which is based on simplificat ions made in
sect ion 4.2, is computed in section 4.3.

4.1 The quasiconvex problem formulation

Potential energy of a magneto-elastic material at a fixed temperature below the Curie's
temperat ure is, in general , given by

I(u,m) = 1<I> (u(x) ,m(x) ,Vu(x) ,Vm(x))dx.

We denote
UM = {[u ,m] E W 1,2(O, JR6

) }

for [2 C JR6 a bounded domain, r c an. We suppose, that UM i= 0.
As described above, we may associate the stable phase of the material with the minimum

of the energy. This leads to the following problem:

min { I(u,m); [u ,mJ E UM}. (4.1)

The difference between magneto-elasticity and the situations described in the previous two
chapters lies in t he assumption of existence of severallocal minimizers, t he so-called energy

23
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wells . Each well represent s a tabl pha of t ll - 'p - im ll. T ll - P in i.' t ll t II phas in
which the specimen coulel be found may locs ll, liff-r e nd t ll lamin: I in () .tr 1 ur migh
occur.

The energy density <p(u( x) , m(x), \7tL(X), \7nL(:r )) i invarian under llle t rial .yrnm t ry
transformations

<P(Qu, Qm,Q(\lU)QT ,Q(\7m)QT) == cD Cu ln i , u rrL) \:IQ E 0 (3)

where 80(3) = {Q E IR.3 X3 : det Q = 1 QQT = QTQ = I} . If [ (uo), '177,0)] orr pond to
the minimizer of (4.1) , then [Qe(uo) QT Qm,o] orr pond o th minimiz r of (4.1) a w II
as to each Q E SO(3). We suppose t hat every energy minimizer i g II rat d frorn Ol11y one
minimizer by means of symmetry t ransforrnation '. Henc ,tll ' t of minirnizers a ciated
with In <P dx has the structure

N

W = U [e(uo-i) , ±mO-i],
i==l

and for each i == 1, ..., n there exists a symmetry t ransformation Q E 80(3) S11Cll t hat

(4.2)

Each couplc [e (UOi), mOi] is then called the energy well. Thus there are N == Zn energy
wells . It turns out that in real materials the positions of energy wells cannot be stationed
arbitrarily. The set W of the energy wells emboelies symmetry properties reftecting sym
metry of atomic structure of the concerned ferromagnetic materia1. This is usually called
the pairwise compatibility of energy wells.

N

Definit ion 4 .1 .1 (Pairwise compatibility conditions) T1Le set W == U[e(uOi), ±mOi] con
i== l

sists oj N pairwise compatible magneto-elastic wells if there exist unit vectors njk, and
vectors ajk, j, k == 1, ... , N such that

for all j , k == 1, ... , N .

ej - ek

(mj - mk) . njk

1
2 (ajk 0 njk + njk 0 a jd

0,

(4.3)

(4.4)

The structure of pairwise compatible magneto-elastic wells is in fact the consequence
of kinematic compatibility condition for solid-to-solid transformation and its application
on magnetically active material. This was introduced by James and DeSimone in [5] and
is briefly outlined in following paragraph.

It is known (see [6]) that for a diffusionless solid-to-solid phase transformation the
kinematic compatibility condition between the strain tensors ej and e k is satisfactory if
t here exist s a 1800 rotation Q such that

(4.5)
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where b denotes the axis of rotation of Q . .sumina (4 .0) an 11.t t ina
a == 4((ek ' b ® b)b - ek b], we obtain

25

1
ej - ek == -(a 0 b + b 0 a) .

2

Therefore a planar interface can be forrned to para t r /gi ll ' of t ll bo 1 d form d
according to ek and ej, eithe r with norrnal TL I == b or wi th normal ri-, == Ol ' 111 t ll form r
case QnI == nI and the region is of type I , while in th ~ lat t r ca' Q'l~ II == iitt and t ll
region of the body is of type II . 111 addit ion to t hi let l IS a .um , that Q i a 'yrn m t ry
transformation satisfying (4.2) and there exists a uniqu a y mr gn ic dir c ion a 'ociat d
with each ej, so that

11~j == ±Q1TZ'k' (4.6)

Then the magnetic compatibility between l{-tlLand j- th 'variant b orne a con qu 11C of
t heir elastic compatibility. In the case that 11~j == +Q1171k

and magneto-elastic compatibility can be achieved by taking ajk
mj == -Qmk , then

b. If

and we take ajk == b, njk == nII == a.
The preceding given derivation assumes existence of rotation Q satisfying (4.5) and

existence of unique magnetic direction for each ej, so that equat ions (4.5) and (4.6) hold
simultaneously. Despite these presumptions are 110t universally valid, they are sufficient ly
usable in most cases of practical interest .

Let us turn back our attention to the minimizing problem (4.1). Generally, no solut ion
of (4.1) exists, i.e. I(u , m) does not have to reach the minimizer . To demonstrate the
aforementioned situation, let us look at the following one-dimensional example.

E xample 4 .1.2 (Dacorogna)

Minimize J(y) = JOl y2(X) + (y/2(X) - 1)2dx, y E W 1,4 ([O, 1]), y(O) = y(l) = O.

It is easy to see that sequences of functions depicted on Figure 4.1 are the minirnizing
sequence for J and that lim J(Yk) == inf J == O. However, J( w - lim Yk) == J(O) > O and so
the minimum is never reached. The point is that the functional J is not sequentially weak
lower semicontinues, which is the same problem we face in the model of magnetostriction.
This is sometimes called doublejmultiple-well model (spacial oscillations among various
variants of solid phase). The situation is schematically depicted on Figure 4.2 .

On the other hand we saw that in linear elasticity or simply magnetism, the stable
st ate (energy minimizer) is being reached. It is necessary to answer the question, what is
the property of the energy density <I> which prevents such behavior . This condition is called
quasiconvexity.
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Figuro 4.1: Min im iziut; seque nce '.ll ho for .l .

The double-well problem
The 4-well problem

4
x 10

4

x "10

15 .'

Deformation e Magnetlzatlon rn Deforrnation e Magnetization m

(a) Double-well problem (b) lVIultiple-well problcm

Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of double-wcll and mul tiple-well problem. The energy
functional of ID spccimen (e.g. wire) made from m agnetostrict.ive material embodies
two (a) fOlII' (b) local minimums.

D efin ition 4. 1.3 f : IRn~ xn ~ IR is soul to be quasiconvex i] [or aru) matrix A E IR1n x n

and any smootli fun ction cjJ : rl c IRn ~ IR1n , cjJ (x ) ~ A x ) [or x E 80 holds ihat

1f(\7 cP(x))dx > f(A) 101 ·

We ean see that we deal with clensity which is not quasiconvex. Suitable ex tension
(reIaxation) of the probl ém, whieh would provide solvability, W é1S introduced by Daeorogna
(see Appendix Theorem A.O.3 Ol' [3], Seetion 5.1 ). For the rest of this Section , let lIS denote
the couple [Ul' mJ ~ v, then we can reforrnulate the minimizing problem to

min {IQ=1Q<I>(v(x) , \7v(x))dx; v E UM } ,

wherc Q~ (ru, .) is the quasiconvex envelope of ~ (v, .) clefinecl by

Q~(v ,·) == sup {f < ~(v , -): f quasiconvex}.

(4.7)
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111 .uch a, ca,' ~ IQ i.' ..sequeur iallv wcaklv lowor scniicour inuous aud rh« 1)1'01 )1('111 ( .2) has
a, 'oIIIt ioll . T IIat is to .'ay t IIa t t IIfl re is l \1 E UM sII ('II t IIa t

The illustration of t ll idea of i.he quasicouvox Cl1\rc10I) (' for e11crg:y fuucr iounls showc 1 in
4.2 can b e found in Figuro 4.3.

Thc relax d probl ém i.' connect ed wir II t 11(' or iuiua l onc \ ia rolax.u.iou t heorem intro
duced by Dacorogna, which .ays that under sovcral gro\\ tll -oudir.ious:

(i) inf (4 .1) == 111in(4 .2) ,

(ii) if va E UM is a solution to (4.2) rhen r.here is a, minuniziug scquc nce {Vk} k== 1 C UM
converging weakly to IUo in lili 1.2 (D , lR:3 ) (1,11(1 lim I (Ll h· ) == IQ(va),

k--

(iii) any minimizing sequence of (4 .1) converges wcakly to t. he miniuiizcr of (4 .2) .

The double-well problem The 4-well problém

Magnetization mDeforrnation e

4

X 10

10

T
... ..

o

4

X 10

15 .

10-

-5
20

:>-o

~ 5
c::
w

(a) Double-well probl ém (b) II ultiple-well problern

Figuro 4.3 : The quasiconvex envelope of the energy functional of ID specimen made from
magnetostrictive material introclucecl in figure 4 .2 .

4.2 The mathematical model of ferromagnetic shape mem
oryalloy

Consider a magneto-elastic material having N mart.ensitic variants. Each variant is char
acter ized by a stress-free deformation , which is a symmetric 77) x n t ensor (n == 2,3 is t he
dimension) , and by an easy axis prescribing two preferrecl clirections of the m agnetiza
tion ±rnJo 80, we actually face a 2N-well problern . As a, churactcrizing quantity, we chcose
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v : D ---+ }Rn(n+l)/2+n as a 011jlIl1 ion f ind -p II I -ll

e(u) and t he m agnetization ni. For ln, == 3, \\ h. r

IIIp< II nts f t ll - L' -m m rl

2

II ar

v == (ell, 22, 33 / 12

I

') ') 'J .

rl~1 == rnl1+ '1l7'2 + Tl ll3 == 1

The i-th well is then described by th vector Vi E }Rn( n+ l) / 2+ n wher t ll fir t 11,(n + 1)/2

components stay for t he symmetr ic train an I t ll last ti ompon II ' tc for II m (Jil i
zation. We assume t hat t he set of V i ati fl t. he pai rwi ' ompr ibili t 011 1it iOl1 . ~ Ce n
group Vi, i == 1, . . . , 2N so that V 2j - 1 differ fro m 'u2j 1y t ll - ign of II la, t n comp n nt
j==l, ... ,N.

We suppose that all variant s have t he sam "m agn to- la .t ic" III0dlIli and that t he
magneto-elastic energy density of t he i-th vari ant is giv II by

where v E ]Rn(n+l)/2+n is the given configuration and C stands for h magn to- lastic

tensor . The magneto-elastic tensor is an extens ion of t he lastici ty t II or , which denotes
the response of a magneto-elastic material to both deformation and ext rnalrnagnetic field.
We presume that C is positively defined. The overall energy is then

Notice that we know v if we know the displacement t l : n ---+ }Rn of t he body a nd it s
magnetization m : rl --t JRn, Iml == 1 a.e . Hence, we set IIp t he energy func tional

I(u, m) = ln W(v( x)) dx - 1f · udx -

rg. udS - rH · m + ~to r 1\7Um 12 dx .i. ln 2 i:

(4.8)

(4.9)

When compared with (3.6) , we can see that the magnetic exchange energy was neglected.
In this correction we take into consideration scaling analysis for the large body introduced

by DeSimone in [4].
However, due to nonconvexity of W and because of the nonconvex constraint Iml == 1,

the minimum of I does not necessarily exist for u E W 1
,2 (~l; JRn), U == uO on r o and

mE L 2 (n ;JRn) , Iml == 1 because I is not sequentially_weakly lower semicont inuous . Hence,
we look for a weakly lower semicontinuous extension I of I which is, generally, very difficult

t o find.
Following Govindjee, Mielke ( see [7]) we estimate the effective energy density W by

2N 1 2N . .

W(A,V) = L AiWi(V) + 2 I)AT- Ai) (Cvt,v't) 1

i=l i= l
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where Ai : .0 --+ (0,1) : O < Ai , L i/\ i == 1 ar t ll - \ T hun r fra \ i ns f l) ' r i I I I r c r i
ants . Function Ai (X) expre tll relativ represen ati I I f i-t ll phas in a11 infi nit .imal
surrounding of POi11t x . It i a:'Y to ' ., tll'},

A == (Al," .,A2N)'
Moreover, we relax the constraint I rr~ 1 == 1 to ITn,1 < 1.
So we define the relaxed functional

1().., u , m) = ln vV(A(x ), v (x )) dx - ln f . 'u,dx -

i 1 110 ~r ')g· udS - H. m + ? IVuml - dx
rl n ó-J. 11.

(4 .10)

(4 .11)

and our task is minimize it for In~ 1 < 1, m E L (O; JRn ), A E L (O; }R2N) ILl E lIV 1,2 : u ==
UO on r .

To show the existence means to apply t he same proceclure as before. oti ce that t he
first term of (4.10) which contains ([ is st r ict ly convex if ([ is positively clefined . Then for
Jn W(A, v)dx the following estimation is valid:

ln W().., v )dx

2N
> a v - L AiVi

i== l

2

>

2N

> a Ilvllp - L AiVi
i== l L2

2

For the remaining terms of I(A, u, m) we use estimations introduced in the previous chapt er,
l.e .

ln H · mdx +1f ·udx < Cm IlmllL! + Cu Ilull L! <

< Cm 11m liL I + Cu II \7ull L l < C Il vII L l ,

Let us consider the set
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-

for inf I 1. .

30

1(/\k ,ui: rn'k)~ inf 1.

We assume that Ak -t A and nu, -t m., Consi lering -) .t imr t i ll: ' made ab0 \ vV - 111 <= y
deduce that 1(Ak ,Uk , íI~k) is coerc ive and t hat ther - -xi .ts K > O, in lep en lenr of A; 'Ll h
that

II 'Ukll~V 1. 2 < I{ , IIr11kllLG < i:

Since L 2 is ref1exive Banach space and 1;V 1,2 ~~ L 2 w can extract w alely convergent
subsequence (still denoted Uk) SLICll that

The terms fo. W(A, v) and J~O fIRn IVum l2 dx are convex and so, according to Dacorogna ,
weakly lower semicontinuous. The remaining terms of (4.10) are cont inuous functional , and
Uk and rtu; converge strongly. Therefore In f .Uk d x -t ,fn f ·lLclx , In H . rn'kd x - > In H .mdx
and Ir 9 . Uk dS -1- Ir 9 · udS. Hence 1 is sum of weakly lower semicontinuous functionals, it
is weakly lower semicontinuous as well. Considering Theorem 3.2.4, we obtain tll required
statement, i.e.

inf 1 == I(A, u,m).

4.3 The numerical model of a magneto-elastic wire

In this section we present a ID example demonstrating the rnathematical rnodel described
in the previous chapter. We consider a wire made from magneto-elastic material with two
energy wells - two preferred directions of couple [deformation, magnetization]. We apply
an external body force F, (which is in the ID case identical to strain o ) and rnagnetic
field H. We are interested in the response of the sample especially in stress-strain relation,
magnetization-strain and stress-external magnetic field intensity dependance, as well as
dependence of volume fraction on both strain and external magnetic field intensity. We
assume that the energy of the specimen is given by (4.10) and (4.11), but in order to avoid
numerical complication, we neglect the term with the magnetostatic potential. To justify
this correction, note that the length of the wire is infinite in the view of diameter of the
wire and so the contribution generated by \lum vanishes. So our goal is to minimize the
energy functional

[(A, u, m) = rW(A(x), v(x)) dx - rf· udx - rg. udS - rH · m (4.12)
Jo. Jo. Jr! Jo.

We model the wire as a discrete set of points Xi, i == O, ... , n, laying equidistantly along
the x-axis in the interval [O, 1], where Xo == O and before loading X n == 1. Quantity u;

describes the displacement of the i-th point along the x-axis. We want the sample to be
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fixed on one side ther for w ' -t Uo == O. L-t tll - 1) t .mt i 'll 11 -1'0'

t he two wells at points

31

im -rl II v

and 0 2 == [-0.0 ]
l - 1 '

Quantities m i and Ai correspond to th magn« t iza ion wit.hin II -,-0'111 - rl [:ri - l, :rd. II 1-r
this notation , t he discrctization of (4.13) 1001< as foll \:v

n

I (U1... n' rn1...n, A1...n) = L ~ (C(Vi - /\VOl - (1 - Ai)v02), (Vi - /\ VOl - (1 - Ai)' 02)) -
i==l ~

n

L(!iUi + HiTni),
i==l

(4 .13)

where Ji and Hi stands for f( Xi) and H (Xi), i.e. t ll x ernal body for cl d t ll x ernal
rnagnetie field at point Xi . Not ice that we left out th boundary fare in . in I D it may
be covered in F( xn ) .

To solve this minimizing problem , we use t h saftwar lVIAT LAB, whi h provid the
optimization taolbox. Concretely, we take advantage of th Iunct ion F II I NCO , Wllich is
designed for finding a minimum of constrained nonlinear mult i-variable probl rn

c(X ) < O
ceq(x ) O

min f( x) such t hat A· x < beq
x

Aeq· X beq
lb < x < ub

where t he right side of the vinculum assigns the constrietions. The fun ctions c(x ) and
ceq(x ) stand for nonlinear constrictions, the matrixes A , Aeq with vectors b, beq give
t he linear constrictions, and lob and upb clefines a set of lower and upper bounds on t he
design variables in x . In our case, x == (U I"'Un , ml...m n , AI ...An ) and since we consider
homogeneous body loading, we may model the wire as one segment only. So we have

x == (Ul, ml , Al)'
Results we obtain are shown in figures 4.4 - 4.6. Each pair af figures depicts the evolution

of one of the variables (Ul, ml, Al) against the loading (strain on the left side and a magnetic
field on the right side). The idea of the ferromagnetic shape memory alloys may be easily
understood from these plots. Look at the figure 4.4. Since we consider t he linear elastic
material, the response of the material to the strain is linear, unless it reaches a certain
value (in our case unless it changes direction). In this point , it is more convenient for the
sample not to remain ill its current phase any longer and it jumps over into t he second
phase. 111 this phase, the deformation as well as magnetization (see 4.5) are aligned with
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t he loading. The volume fraction fully follows this t rend an 1 so for each valuc of loading ,
t he whole specimen is in only one phasc see 4.6) .

For magnetic active materials it is common to remcmber state hi 'tory; t. hat is to ~ .ay t hat
t he state of t he specimen is dependent not only on physical 1)1'01) r ti ~' of it s sur ro unding,
but also on t he path t he sample had to follow to reach the currc nt .t.at . Thi ' is usually
called hyst eresis. To include the effect of hyst eresis, slight changes of the encrgy Iunct ional
(4 .13) need t o b e done.

ti

L ~ ((((vf - AÍv01 - (1 - >'1) '0°2
) , (Vi - >'{V01 - (1 - >'1) '0°2

) ) -

i == 1
n n

'""""' (fl u1+ Hi n~1 ) + '""""' a I A1 - A,1- 1
1~ 1, I II Z:: I I '

i== l i== l

(4 .14)

We assume that thc loading and so variables vary with equidistant t ime step . 111 addition to
t he z-index, which denotes t he position of the point along t he wire, t. he j -illdex represents
certain timc step . The added term to (4 .14) reflect s the tendency of t he material to resist t he
phase change until t he ene rgy penal ty is t oo expens ive (in ter1I1S of ene rgy) , t he coefficient
a scale t his property. With resp ect to work made by Mielke and collaborat ors in [12] , we
cons ider t he energy functional to be ra t e-indepenclent. In the article mentioned above , t he
t ime-continues probl ém is discussed, it is to say t he problem with t ime step T ~ O. Thc
existence argumentation for some special nontrivial cases are providecl in t he same place.
T he result s for t.he model hyst eresis are shown at figures 4.7 - 4.9. We rn ay observe thc
hyst.ercsis 10 01) caused by a t rencl described in previous text.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This text focused on describing the phenomena of t he ferromagnetic shape mernory alloys in
terms of mathematical modeling. The t heory of linear elasticity and rni cro-magnetism was
studied in order to analyze relevant physical effects and reflect these effects appropriately
in a mathematical model. We formulate t he potential energy functional of a linear elastic,
as well as a ferromagnetic material and combine them with a view to model magneto-elastic
behavior.

Our primary goal is not to create a formally faultless model of magnetostrictive ma
terial, but we aim to come up with a mathematical description of concerned phenomena
with respect to practical usage and numerical implernentation (as shown in section 4.3) of
the model. Therefore, the problem complexity is shown and afterwards simplificat ions are
introduced with appropriate discussion about potential cost of quality of ob tained results.
Such a simplification is the usage of the volume fraction A, which property (A E L00 (O, IR))
was presumed and which is more of a statistical than a physical value, since A(X) char
acterizes the surrounding of the point x instead of giving precise information about the
behavior directly at point x.

This brings us to the issue, how to potentially extend the work (in accordance with
length and quality} . One way is to advance in the direction of mathematical t heory, study
deeply methods of the calculus of variations and introduce more mathematical tools, when
dealing with the multiple-well problem, e.g . Young measures approach, see [11] . Another
direction may be implementing the 2D model of a ferromagnetic shape memory alloy.
This is reasonable and may be useful since it is known that electromagnetic effects take
place in the thin surface layer of the sample . And last but not least , process the physical
analysis of the model, i.e. assigning physical meaning to the parameters of the mathernatical
model, calibrating them and preferably verifing the model via comparison with executed
experiments.

In conclusion, this thesis lays out the procedure of extending the linear elasticity theory
to magnetically active materials . Such a model is then applied to describe a special family
of materials - ferromagnetic shape memory alloys . The author is aware of the complexity
and complicacy of the problem and considers the text as a prologue to a future work.
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Appendix A

Used statements

Several import ant statements were mentioned and used in the t xt 110 W ver 110 pr ci
formulation was given. Therefore we include t ll se into th Appendix to mak th work
more comprehensive and t ransparent . We state Theor ms without proof. T ll r ader i
supposed to use links referring to individual Theorern. To get rnor informat ion about
Theorem A.O.6 see [15].

Theorem A.O.I Let X be a Banach space and let I : X ----t JR == JR U +00 be convex and
lower semicontinuous, then I is weakly lower semicontinuous.

Definition A.O.2 f : JRmx n ----t IR is said to be quasiaffine lif f and - f are quasiconuex
(see the definition 4.1. 3).

Theorem A.O.3 (The relaxation theorem) Let [2 c }Rn be a boutuled open set unili
Lipschitz boundary. Let i : }Rnm ----t IR be continuous and satisfying

N N

a + 2: bil<I>i(A)I!3i < f(A) < c + 2: di l<I\ (A)I!3i
i= l i=l

for every A E IRnm and for some a, c E IR, N > 1, (3i > 1, di > b, > O and where
<Pi : JRnm ----t JR, i == 1, ... , N are quasiaffine. Let u E W 1,OO (O, JRm) , then there exists
{'UJS}~ l ' U s E vV1,OO (0 , IRm) such that

i) US == u on 80,

ii) <P i (vruS) ~ <Pi (vru ) in L{Ji(°),i == 1, ..., I , as s ----t 00,

iii) Jn i (vruB(x)) dx ----t JnQi (\7u( x)) dx as s ----t 00 ,

where Q f is quasiconvex envelope of f·
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Definition A.O.4 Let x * be duel pac to nOT1l~ d v tor pa Y o T (01' ce) and ./y **
be dual space to Banach pace X *. ~Ve d .jin 0 1~t'i1 ~ 'llO 'U liu ar- trau .f0 1'1r~ati o1~ r: : ./Y ---+ ...y **

~f(x) == f( x) V~r E ...X and j' E ...Y*.

Since mapping r: preserue the norm, it 'i inj ctiv . Th pace X i all dr-ji . 'iv , ij r: i
bijective.

Theorem A.O.5 (Equivalent dejitiitioti oj rejiexiue spac ) Let ./Y b a Banacli pac th ti

the jollowing are equivalent

1. The space X is refiexive .

2. The dual space oj X is refiexive.

3. Every bounded sequence in X has a weakly convergent subsequence.

4. Every coiitinuous linear junctional on X attains its maximum on the closed 'unit ball
in X.

Theorem A.O.6 Let n E JRn be a bounded set with Lipschitz boundaru, p E (1 ,n), then

where p* == pn .
n-p
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